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Recalibrating the Use of Race in Medical Research
persist in medical research. But the imperfectness of race
as a tool is problematic.
One school of thought asserts that because race
(and ethnicity) is so weakly measured and even more
poorly analyzed and reported, efforts should focus on
trying to strengthen measurement, analysis, and reporting. A series of initiatives, including self-identification,
especially in clinical trials and registries and in specifications of requirements for publicly funded research, ensured that more attention would be given toward obtaining more data on racial minority populations.
However, empirical evaluations show that race information can be fragmented, inconsistent, and eventually not
very usable.
The medical literature that uses or discusses race is
vast, but is it really informative? On December 21,
2020, a search of PubMed with “race OR ethnicity”
yielded 518 842 items, whereas one with focused
terms such as “African American” and “Hispanic OR
Latino” yielded 44 674 and 61 933 items, respectively.
However, a recent evaluation4 of a random sample of
1000 Cochrane systematic reviews on various medical
interventions showed that only 14 (1.4%) had proposed
to perform race- or ethnicity-based subgroup analyses
for treatment effects. Only 1 of those 14 analyses was
completed but yielded noninformative
results.4 Despite the poor performance
of race as a measure, numerous pasIf for no other reason than the further
sionate, burgeoning health professionexposition of health inequities
als, many of whom are underrepreand systemic racism, the use of race
sented in medicine, have been attracted
to biomedical research, lured by life
should for now persist in medical
experiences to study with enthusiasm
research. But the imperfectness of race
the interrelation of race and ethnicity
with social and biological factors. Their
as a tool is problematic.
work should go forward.
A second school of thought argues that race is a
use of race in medical research and practice is now being
brandished as a surrogate for racism. Eradicating racism painful historical relic and lost cause. With this approach, race as a measure should be abandoned, and
should be a moral imperative in medicine.
However, is any progress addressing inequities pos- efforts should be diverted toward finding variables that
sible if race as a measure is banned? Is there still some are more robust and informative, both for the biological
room for using race variables? How much would be lost constructs (eg, genetic ancestry) and the sociologic
if these variables were eliminated? Is there a better tool ones (eg, discrimination, deprivation, socioeconomic
in research and policy efforts? Are there some situa- status) for which race has failed to provide useful,
tions in which race variables remain valuable? What strat- reproducible insights. Does scientific theory support
egy would generate research that diminishes rather than this approach?
On the frontiers of biology, the rapid advent of geincreases inequalities and injustice? The time has come
netics has transformed the concept of ancestry. A specto recalibrate the use of race in medical research.
The call to entirely abandon race from medical re- trum of genetic granularity through whole-genome sesearch endeavors began several decades ago but is a sim- quencing makes the surrogate of traditional races
plistic solution to a complex set of concerns.2,3 Dislodge- potentially obsolete. However, genetics, despite its trement of race from research may hide still-evident and mendous accuracy of measurement and massive inforoften egregious episodes of health disparities. If for no mation, has been sluggish in making much progress in
other reason than the further exposition of health ineq- yielding useful medical tools for everyday practice and
uities and systemic racism, the use of race should for now for improving patient and population outcomes that
Race was originally introduced in US medical curricula in
1790 by Benjamin Rush, who asserted that blackness was
a particular kind of leprosy. In 1857 Josh Nott characterized slaves as a biologically appropriate phenotype
for hard labor under trying conditions. In the 1870s, the
Jim Crow era of race exclusion from most societal venues reinforced medical segregation. This sordid history,
although painful to recite, is the underpinnings of race in
medicine, including its use in medical research.
Race as a variable in medical research has long been
a contentious issue.1 It is widely accepted that race is an
indistinct construct that is not always measured accurately and standardized. In 1999, the Human Genome
Project emphasized race as nonbiological with no basis
in the genetic code. What, then, does race define?
Race is a poor surrogate of social constructs and even
more so, if not abjectly, of biology. Differences observed
in research studies between “races” may result from the
multifarious consequences of long-entrenched and continuously transformed racism. As the crisis of coronavirus disease 2019 has revealed once again, long-standing
effects of racism have tremendous effects on the propagation of inequalities and injustice at all levels, including
health and health care. Racism, tragically, remains a
chronic and acute problem of modern societies, and the
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matter to many. If anything, genetics may be contributing to worsening inequalities, especially when most genetic architecture databases overrepresent people of European ancestry (88% of genomewide data had European ancestry as of 2018),5 when genomic tools
are too expensive to use for race-based research, and when both biological scientists and social scientists default to White as a reference standard to which others are normalized.6
Race may well be a surrogate, albeit imperfect, for sociologic
constructs. However, the most important sociologic variables
(eg, social determinants of health) and, in particular, differential
opportunities (eg, good access to and quality of care) fail to associate with sufficient precision when race is used as the placeholder.
A long list of variables has emerged that try to capture socioeconomic aspects, access to care, health insurance, discrimination,
deprivation, geography and place, perceived identity, opportunities, social interactions, financial mobility, health behaviors, and
more. Although many of these variables probably come closer to
causal relationships than race, they too are still largely nonstandardized, are often crudely measured, and unfortunately do not
fully explain differences by race. Limited translational potential and
transferability ensue.
Perhaps it is possible to find a middle ground between these 2
schools of thought, improvement vs elimination, in navigating this
conundrum. The research corpus can be separated into 2 components: past research investigations in which race has been incorporated in medical textbooks, clinical algorithms, guidelines, recommendations, and other evidence that may or may not be applied in
practice; and future research investigations.
For past investigations, a large amount of research involving
race variables has been, in hindsight, pedestrian and arguably lies
among the greater waste of spurious, nonusable biomedical evidence. However, there are examples for which race variables have
become part of the norm of accepted medical knowledge and practice. This applies to both therapeutics (incorporation of race to
identify clinically meaningful treatment effect modification for various interventions, as in hypertension or heart failure)7-9 and other
clinical tools (incorporation of race to improve diagnosis or prognosis in, for example, calculation of kidney function or pulmonary
function).10 Expert specialty medical societies and methodologists
should jointly systematically reexamine evidence involving race

labeling in research on race, ethnicity, and health.
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that is already accepted as core knowledge. For some applications,
race may continue to be the best variable to capture the influence
on health; quick dismissal or normalization of values to the majority
group may worsen outcomes, especially for the most disadvantaged populations. For other situations, it may be realized that
these race variables have become obsolete: what they were supposed to presage when they were first proposed may no longer be
relevant in the current social and biological science landscape.
Alternatively, perhaps some race variables continue to offer incremental, useful information, including the further elucidation of
health disparities. However, other, better variables should be
developed to replace race per se. Such replacements need to proceed with rigorous validation practices, ensuring the generalizability of the results and solidifying that whatever changes are made
will help reduce, rather than exacerbate, existing inequalities.
For future investigations, it is important to think carefully
about the fundamental question. Why should race variables be
used, if at all? Consider 4 steps: (1) execute a systematic review of
prior research because race may have been exhausted as a tool and
is futile to study again, or may offer insight for how a new study
may best leverage past work, or create novel hypotheses; (2) if race
measurements are deemed appropriate, carefully consider collateral, explanatory biological and sociologic variables appropriate to
include in the same investigation, and how standardization, accuracy, and relevance may be enhanced in explaining race-based signals; (3) in any comparative analyses, investigators should consider
whether White race should be the reference standard because normative values are reasonable, but normal designations that characterize some humans as aberrant are problematic; and (4) carefully
consider the potency of any race-related research and gauge a
holistic portfolio of clinical and social consequences, including the
amelioration or aggravation of existing inequalities.
In a volatile social landscape, it may not be possible to determine exactly how race-specific research efforts may lead to a better, more fair world. At a minimum, however, medical research should
not aggravate already embedded gaps between the privileged and
the disadvantaged. Just as the lens of science was used to establish
a flawed premise of biological race-based differences, so should science now focus on illuminating that which is represented by race and
become a trailblazer toward better health equity.
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